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document producers; review best practices and
solutions for loss prevention; consider the needs of
selected vertical markets; and offer guidelines for
teaching document security awareness.

70% answered “no” or “I don’t know” when asked
whether the organization kept activity logs on the
printing and document management equipment it
could account for.

The subject is complex, but it has a clear point
of entry: addressing vulnerabilities in the devices
that enterprise fleets and in-plants use to get their
document production done.

Many fleets and in-plants follow scrupulous rules
and procedures that minimize their exposure
to data security breaches. The rest have work
to do. Fortunately for everyone, the protective
technologies that document shops need now
are being built into production equipment at the
system level. These solutions make it possible to
create, access, process, and distribute documents
securely, without placing any constraints on the
people authorized to produce them. In this way,
data security and production efficiency can go
hand in hand.

Consider the MFP (multifunction printer) platforms
that are prevalent in these environments. They
have open output trays from which anyone—
data thieves included—can pick up sensitive
documents. They have hard drives full of
retrievable information from previously printed
jobs. They are connected to potentially hackable
networks. They may be controllable via unsecured,
unencrypted mobile printing applications. They
may even be in place without management’s
knowing they are actually there.

On the human side of the equation, training is
the key to data security. Employees want to
safeguard the sensitive information in their care—
management owes them the know-how that
will enable them to do it. With technology and
teamwork, every fleet, in-plant, and print center
can help stop data breaches before they happen
and keep all documents as well protected as they
deserve to be.

Resources for a Response
That last point may seem far-fetched, but field
†
research indicates that it isn’t. In one survey,
21% of the respondents said either that their
organizations did not have an accurate inventory
of networked printing assets; or that they simply
didn’t know whether an inventory existed. Nearly

25%

negligence by
employees or
contractors

LEADING CAUSES OF
††
DATA BREACHES1:

29%

2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis
(IBM and Ponemon Institute)

1

system glitches

†

Information Media Security Group, “2012 State of Print Security / How Well Do
Organization Secure Printing Assets to Protect Sensitive and Private Data?”
††

2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis
(IBM and Ponemon Institute)
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47%

malicious or
criminal attacks

LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS
It’s the Law—if Not Laws
Mistakes happen. Thefts of data occur. For
enterprise fleets and in-plants serving certain
industries and fields, they may have legal
consequences. The enactments in the table below
require custodians of sensitive data to protect
it. Oversight and penalties can be imposed for
failures to do so.

Yes and Know
The obvious first step toward complying with these
requirements is to be aware that they are in place.
Even so, data security compliance isn’t always as
top-of-mind as it should be.
In one
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recent study
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In
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for for
345,000 people—and
people—and a
a $1.2
$1.2 million
345,000
million fine
fine for
for the
the
health care
care provider
provider held
held responsible
responsible for
for it.
it.
health

The healthcare, legal, educational, and financial
services sectors are where the force of these
laws and regulations is likeliest to be felt. The bar
can be set especially high for in-plants in these
sectors. Corporations that are bound by Sarbanes
Oxley (SOX) must be SSAE-16 certified—in
compliance with standards for data center security
established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. This means that their inplants must have data handling and fault tolerance
protocols as well as disaster recovery solutions in
place for staff and storage. For example, if an inplant is printing a direct mail campaign, how is the
recipient database being handled, and by whom?
If the mailing is for a financial, legal, or healthcare
entity, what systems or solutions (such as software
and insertion devices) will the in-plant use to
assure that the wrong recipients don’t receive the
wrong documents?

When in doubt, assume that the information is
protected and that there is an applicable law to
follow. Then, take the steps described in the next
section of this white paper to be certain of staying
on the right side of it.
Principal Laws and Regulations Governing
Privacy and Data Security
Sarbanes-Oxley

(SOX)

Gramm-Leach-Bliley

(GLBA)

Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act
(HIPAA)

In healthcare, shielding patient information from
disclosure is the paramount concern.

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA)

Protecting the privacy of attorney-client privilege is
what drives regulations affecting law firms.

Federal Information Security Management Act
(FISMA)
The Health Information Technology for Economic
and Clinical Health Act
(HITECH)

Rules for K-12 and higher education say that
grades and other student information can’t be
disclosed without written permission.
In financial services, the most heavily regulated sector
of all, laws call upon banks and other institutions
to blanket customer transactions with technical,
physical, and administrative privacy safeguards.

†
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Legal IT Professionals, Inc.: “5 mistakes law firms make when it
comes to document and print technology”

ELEMENTS OF PROTECTION
Proactive Best Practices
In a security breach, sensitive information is either mishandled, or it is stolen. When a breach is detected,
the chances may be almost 50/50 that theft was behind it.
The IBM-Ponemon study found that nearly half (47%) of the incidents reported by companies in its survey
base involved a malicious or criminal attack. Besides being the number one cause, malicious attacks also
were found to be the most costly form of data breach. Of the rest, 25% could be traced to negligence on
the part of employees or contractors. In nearly three cases out of 10 (29%), the blame lay with what the
report called “system glitches.”
While most fleets and in-plants have done a good job of protecting their servers, network equipment, and
user workstations against these attacks, many still are at risk from vulnerabilities in their printing devices.
The good news is that these breach-inviting holes can be plugged in keeping with the three general goals
of data security:
 onfidentiality:
C
preventing the
unauthorized disclosure of
information.

Integrity:
keeping data from being
altered either accidentally
or maliciously.
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 vailability:
A
maintaining confidentiality
and integrity while assuring
that data remains accessible
to legitimate users.

Preserving data security can be as simple as cabling and locking printing devices to keep their hard disk
drives (HDDs) from being tampered with. At the other end of the complexity scale, it might involve installing
a system-wide monitoring solution to track user activity and establish audit trails for individual documents.
Simple or complex, most tasks related to breach prevention fall into one of the following categories:
Userauthentication. Users verify that they are
who they say they are with passwords, smart
cards, or other means of establishing identity at
the machines they wish to print from.

Encryption. Data is neither stored nor sent to
output unless encrypted at all times with Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) or another protocol that
protects confidentiality and integrity.

Accesscontrol. Identity is the “who.” Access
is the “what”: the set of actions that each
authenticated user is authorized to perform on a
given device. Role-based access controls (RBAC)
set these parameters.

Loggingandauditing. With automated and
centralized record-keeping, fleet and in-plant
managers can document who did what as they
monitor the performance of security mechanisms.

These are the basic safeguards that every document-producing organization needs to have in place.
Strategies for implementing them will vary according to the nature and size of each printing operation, but
most should be able to use a five-part approach that covers all of the necessary bases. This methodology
spans a document’s entire life cycle to assure protection at every stage from creation to disposal.
End-to-End Initiatives
1.Devicesecurity. As mentioned, this may begin
with anchoring and locking the devices to prevent
their HDDs from falling into the wrong hands.
Some printers have HDDs that will work only in
conjunction with tamper-resistant chips installed
separately in the machine—illegally removing the
hard drive from the vicinity of its chip renders it
inoperable.

2.Informationsecurity. “Pull printing” protects
sensitive information in hard-copy form by holding
jobs in the print queue until the user authenticates
his or her identity at the device to start the output
sequence. Because it minimizes the number of
documents left unattended in pickup trays, pull
printing should be standard operating procedure
in all environments where confidential data is put
onto paper.

In everyday practice, keeping devices secure is
mostly about efficiently managing access to them.
Administrators should establish a hierarchy of
use privileges and see to it that restrictions and
permissions are observed. Employees can activate
the device functions they need—but only as their
jobs require. Device security may also include
limiting or prohibiting the use of any USB ports the
printer may have.

Additional layers of security can be added to
documents in the form of passwords, encryption,
digital watermarks, digital signatures, and
“invisible” markers that only system administrators
can detect. Routines for overwriting and erasing
data on the hard drives of MFPs also are essential.
“Security kit” software that combines these
functions with data encryption to provide complete
peace of mind is available from select vendors.
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THE RISKS ARE REAL

$3.79 million - average total cost of a data breach1

47%
80%
75%

reported incidents involving a
malicious attack2
organizations expecting to suffer
a malicious attack3
those calling employee negligence
their biggest security concern4

2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis (IBM and Ponemon Institute)
Cybercrime: The Credentials Connection (IDC, Rapid7)
4
Fourth Annual Benchmark Study on Patient Privacy & Data Security (ID Experts, Ponemon Institute LLC)
1,2
3

3.Networksecurity. Like other
networked devices, printers and
copiers may be accessible via
Internet ports and protocols.
This creates corresponding
obligations to secure them from
unwanted connections and
entry by outsiders.
SSL encryption of all data
passing between MFPs and
other network points is a must.
Administrators also should be
able to block connections from
specific IP (Internet protocol)
and MAC (media access control)
addresses, a capability of the
IP address filter built into the
software of certain devices.
Selectively switching services,
protocols, and ports on and off
reduces potential intrusion points
while still permitting remote
access by authorized users.

4.Monitoringand
management. The best way to
administer an enterprise fleet or
an inventory of in-plant devices
is from a single point of control:
a console from which everything
in the network is visible
and accessible at all times.
Troubleshooting, usage tracking,
and compliance monitoring are
the key capabilities to have at
this unified command center.
Centralized management
should also let administrators
apply fleet-wide rules and
settings remotely, without
having to be physically present
at individual machines. For
example, with the Device
Information Delivery Function
(DIDF) for imageRUNNER fleets,
the administrator can select
one device as the reference
machine and distribute its
management settings to up
to 100 other imageRUNNER
devices on the network.
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5.Loggingandauditing.
There are no substitutes for
transparency and accountability
in regulated environments that
turn sensitive data into paper
and electronic documents.
Needed are tools that can detect
interactions with documents
and, when necessary, block the
interactions and reveal where and
with whom they originated. This
begins with capturing and logging
job information for retrieval when
an audit trail is initiated.
Besides establishing chains of
custody for specific documents,
audit trails also can help to
reduce waste by discerning
usage patterns among
departments, workgroups, and
individuals. imageWARE’s Secure
Audit Manager software creates
complete audit trails that can
locate documents wherever they
happen to be in the copy, fax,
scan, print, and send workflow.

THE GAPS ARE OBVIOUS

Dealing with “BYOD”
One more issue bears mentioning in connection
with preserving data and document security: the
rise of mobile computing and, in particular, the
rapid spread of personal applications for mobile
printing.
Printing from tablets and smartphones is
accelerating, while printing from “tethered”
personal computers is declining. Those who want
to print on the go have plenty of tools to do it
with: more than 600 Android and iOS apps that
support mobile printing or manage mobile device
printing. But, two thirds of them are completely
unsecured, and fewer than a dozen feature any
sort of encryption.

22%
42%
45%

organizations placing a high
priority on print security1

Mobile printing is as easy as installing the app,
locating printers on the wireless network to
which the tablet or phone is also connected, and
tapping the “print” icon. Unfortunately, this simple
sequence of events potentially creates a new
window for unanticipated errors and abuse within
fleets and in-plants handling sensitive information.

information workers with
any data security training2
law firms failing to protect
data on print device HDDs3

67%

Organizations must set and follow clear rules
for dealing with the BYOD (bring your own
device) trend and its implications for security. It’s
imperative to insist upon having the same security
settings for all devices, desktop or mobile, that
can send documents to print.

1

percent of mobile printing apps
that are completely unsecured4

Printing: a false sense of security? (Quocirca)

Understand The State Of Data Security And Privacy: 2013 To 2014
(Forrester Research Inc.)
2

5 mistakes law firms make when it comes to document and print
technology (Legal IT Professionals)

3

This could be accomplished by deploying a
mobile solution that lets employees print securely
from their devices while giving administrators
a measure of control over how the solution
works. An example is Canon’s Direct Print and
Scan for Mobile (DPSM) app. This is a printand-scan tool that connects smartphones and
tablets with imageRUNNER ADVANCE and other
Canon MFPs. Its features can be configured for
authentication, secure printing, and job tracking to
meet the needs of the environment where the app
is being used.

What CIOs Can Learn from Shadow IT (The Breezy Blog)

4
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VERTICAL MARKET CONSIDERATIONS
Matters of Particular Concern
Part II of this white paper noted that the impacts
of privacy laws and regulations fall most strongly
upon the healthcare, legal, educational, and
financial services sectors. In these environments,
complying with mandates isn’t an ancillary
activity—it’s a basic business practice. Internal as
well as external concerns govern how fleets and
in-plants serving these sensitive markets make
decisions about handling confidential information
in printed and electronic documents.

Educational
The International Association of Privacy
Professionals (IAPP) notes that educational
institutions collect and store many kinds of
information that must be kept private: student
health records, financial information, grades,
payroll, and employee reviews, to name some.
Penalties for disclosing records protected by
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) can include loss of federal funds as well
as criminal and/or civil penalties against those
responsible for the disclosures.

Healthcare
It is no surprise to learn that healthcare
professionals taking part in a 2013 InfoTrends
survey of vertical markets rated “confidentiality of
data” as extremely important (93.7%), almost the
same as “accuracy of patient data” (96.4%) and
“compliance with regulations” (95.5%).

It isn’t all about penalty avoidance, however.
Schools also see document security solutions
as sources of productivity gains. A teacher who
queues a secure document for output and then
authenticates his or her identity at the device when
it is available to print won’t have to stand in line
waiting for a machine. That frees time for teaching,
grading, and other pedagogic priorities.

But, protecting confidentiality is no easy
matter with large volumes of printed and digital
information passing continually between hospitals,
doctors’ offices, and other medical sites. Threequarters of those answering a 2014 Ponemon
Institute survey into patient privacy said that in
these circumstances, employee negligence was
their biggest worry when it came to security.

Financial
Financial-sector respondents to the InfoTrends
survey rated “privacy and integrity of data
information” as extremely important (92.4%), higher
than “abiding by compliance and regulations”
(89.4%), “accuracy of the collection of information”
(89.4%), and all other goals and objectives.

Legal
The legal profession remains a paper-intensive
one. Many law offices continue to rely on paper
documents that may also be scanned, reprinted,
and faxed, adding degrees of difficulty to the
challenge of keeping their confidential information
under control. Solutions for job tracking and
creating document audit trails are among those
that should be considered by fleets and in-plants
that serve legal customers.

According to the IAPP, an emerging issue for the
heavily regulated financial services industry is
protecting the personal information of customers
who use online banking services and mobile apps
for tasks like check cashing. These concerns
naturally carry over into the way the industry
manages its printing centers.
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TEACHING DOCUMENT SECURITY AWARENESS
Gaps in Understanding = Gaps in Protection
Do your enterprise fleet or in-plant personnel
think of their printing devices as security risks?
Probably not. They focus on working efficiently
and productively with your organization’s sensitive
data—but not necessarily on protecting it.

Where Are We Vulnerable?
This means that a risk analysis may be in order: a
thorough, platform-wide investigation of where the
security vulnerabilities are and what can be done to
correct them. It will bring to light concerns such as:

They aren’t at fault, nor are they alone. Forrester
Research found that only 42% of the information
workers it polled had received training in
workplace data security. Only 57% said they were
aware of their organization’s security policies. “It’s
no surprise that insiders contribute to their fair
share of data breaches,” Forrester concluded.
If your organization doesn’t have a formal security
training program for its fleet or in-plant staff, the
time is past due to create one. Training can begin
simply by alerting employees to the frequency,
cost, and consequences of data breaches in
workplaces that handle confidential information.

•

Can the current status of a document be
monitored throughout its life cycle, including
all user identities?

•

Are security features and settings consistent
across the entire fleet?

•

What are the security implications of opening
the network to mobile printing and scanning
from tablets and smart phones?

•

What happens to security as a result of
operational changes: for instance, moving
production facilities?

This will motivate them to take an active part
in data breach prevention where it counts the
most—on the everyday front line, where they
operate the devices that create and distribute your
organization’s sensitive documents.

When you have gathered the information that
employees need, put it in writing. Draft policies in
simple, straightforward language that states what
must be done, why the step is necessary, how
it is to be carried out, and who is responsible for
execution.

Essential to communicate in a security training
program are clear policies and procedures for
protecting your data from fraud, unauthorized
access, modification, and deletion. These measures
should be aimed at mitigating risk at all stages of a
document’s life cycle, from creation to disposal.

Be specific, and be comprehensive. Forrester says
it well: “Organizations run into trouble when they
think of data leak prevention as a product instead
of a function and don’t have a process or holistic
data protection strategy in place before they start
making such technology investments.”
With a well informed buy-in from everyone using
your fleet or working at your in-plant print center,
you can put a holistic security blanket over all of
your organization’s sensitive data.
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CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA SECURITY SOLUTIONS
A Shared Commitment
As a systems supplier to enterprise fleets and in-plants, Canon understands that support for data
security must be an inherent capability of the equipment it develops for these environments. Canon has
implemented a number of the device- and network-based protective functions described in this white
paper in its production solutions for fleets and in-plants.
On the software side, Canon’s Multifunctional Embedded Application Platform (MEAP) for the imageRUNNER
Advance line enables the creation of customized document workflows with high levels of security and control.
User authentication, assignment of user privileges, creation of audit trails, and centralized remote access for
administrators are among the possibilities with MEAP, an architecture that independent software developers
can use to create additional secure capabilities for imageRUNNER Advance series.
Security is also a centerpiece of Canon’s uniFLOW print management system. This comprehensive set
of software modules for fleet and print room management incorporates data protection into all of the
functions it provides. For example, using multiple authentication methods, uniFLOW supports secure pull
printing from mobile devices as well as desktop PCs. This enables all users to print sensitive documents
with confidence from wherever they are working. Secure printing jobs that are not collected within a
predetermined amount of time are automatically deleted.
The Canon Solutions America Software Solutions page is the portal for software resources in data
and document security from Canon Solutions America. You may also contact your Canon Sales
Representative for further information.
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THE BENEFITS
ARE ACHIEVABLE

$683,000 / $162,000 - annual cost of data

breaches for companies without security training
vs. losses for companies with security training
($521,000 difference)1

$400,000 - amount saved by reducing data
breaches by 30%2

60%

organizations
with security
assessments
reporting no data
losses3

54%

reduction in end
user device risk
exposure for a
major utility with
a Cyber ROI
program4

US cybercrime: Rising risks, reduced readiness / Key findings from the 2014 US
State of Cybercrime Survey (PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP)

1

2

Cybercrime: The Credentials Connection (IDC, Rapid7)

3

Closing the print security gap (Louella Fernandez, Quocirca)

Cyber ROI / a practical approach to quantifying the financial benefits of
cybersecurity (Booz Allen Hamilton Inc.)
4

Additional Resources
Reviewed and Recommended
2015 Cost of Data Breach Study:
Global Analysis (Ponemon Institute /
IBM)
US cybercrime: Rising risks, reduced
readiness / Key findings from the
2014 US State of Cybercrime Survey
(PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP)
Fifth Annual Benchmark Study on
Patient Privacy & Data Security
(Ponemon Institutes / ID Experts)

An Expert Guide to Securing Sensitive
Data: 34 Experts Reveal the Biggest
Mistakes Companies Make with Data
Security (Digital Guardian)
Understand The State Of Data
Security And Privacy: 2013 To 2014
(Forrester Research)
Closing the print security gap
(Quocirca)
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Data Security for In-Plant and
Enterprise Fleet Document Workflows
(In-plant Graphics / NAPCO Media)
(webinar available on demand until
12-8-15)
A New Approach to Document, Data
Security (Canon Solutions America)

ABOUT IN-PLANT GRAPHICS
In-plant Graphics provides authoritative coverage of industry trends, emerging technologies, and news
in the graphic arts industry with a specific focus on the in-plant print segment. Part of the NAPCO Media
Printing & Packaging group, In-plant Graphics connects readers with cutting-edge solutions and provides
stories of success that will drive the future goals of their organizations.
(www.inplantgraphics.com)
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This analysis was commissioned
by Canon Solutions America
and NAPCO Media to help
enterprise fleet and in-plant
managers and their parent
organizations better understand
how today’s technology
can optimize their business
communications and how they
can benefit by adopting these
proven best practices.
Canon Solutions America, inc.,
a Canon U.S.A. Company,
provides enterprise, production
print and large format solutions,
supported by exceptional
professional service offerings.
Visit www.csa.canon.com.

For more information, call or visit
1.800.815.4000
CSA.CANON.COM

